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High Content Live Cell Imaging System

Features
Intelligent Acquisition and Analysis Software1
High Flexibility2
Show Data in an Ordered Form3
Focus Perfected4
Real-Time Powerful Artificial
Intelligence (AI)
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With Nikon microscope and software NIS-Elements, our high content imaging
streamlines high-speed imaging and simple operations. Nikon software provides a
dedicated interface for high content acquisition and analysis routines.

Without the need to adjust the focusing method, wavelengths, filters, and camera
settings, it is easier to process alongside your research quickly and effortlessly.

1 Intelligent Acquisition & Analysis Software
Automated well-plate acquisition, data
review, analysis, and management for
multiple well-plate experiments.

Real-time viewing of data acquisition and
analysis progress for instant inspection.
Multiple analysis assays can be run
simultaneously during the imaging phase
or run post-acquisition on offline stations.
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Nikon High Content Live Cell Imaging

2High Flexibility
Compatible with various microscopy, including Confocal, Fluorescent, Phase Contrast, or
Differential Interference Contrast Microscopy, cameras, and incubators.

Easy define acquisition parameters, including well-plate configuration, plate handling,
autofocusing, filter switching, and detectors

All-in-one system with multi-
dimensional imaging using Nikon
objectives, incubation system, and
Artificial Intelligence analysis
tools integrated.

Application Example:
Brain Slide Scanning
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3

4

Show Data in an Ordered Form

Focus Perfected

Heat Maps of well plates, sample images, binary
masks, assay results, sample labels, and other
metadata are centralized for quick filtering.

NIS-Elements also offers histogram, scatterplot,
bar chart, XY line, classification, and gating
functions for cellular details. Easily investigate
within the Plate View and export to Excel for
data analysis.

With the Nikon Perfect Focus System (PFS), focus
drift is corrected automatically caused by
temperature changes and mechanical vibrations,
which is due to a variety of factors including the
addition of reagents to the sample and multi-
position imaging.

The PFS enables faithful visualization of the
nanoscopic and microscopic world during long
time-lapse experiments.

20x Multichannel 2D widefield image of a
scattering tissue slice before and after application
of Clarify.ai

60x Multichannel 3D widefield Z stack before and
after application of Clarify.ai

5 Powerful Artificial Intelligence (AI)
Clarify AI
Fast and efficient clarity in images which is normally corrupted by blur due to out-of-
focus light through a pre-trained algorithm. Clarify AI can be applied on any widefield 2D
or 3D data set, detector, or magnification.
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Segment AI
By tracing features of interest and training these compared to the underlying image of
Segment AI, segmentation can be applied to similar images, accurately set up the cell
region through various criteria, which were previously only identifiable by painstaking
manual tracing approaches

Neurites in phase-contrast before and after
application Segment.ai

5Powerful Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Convert AI
By Convert AI, segmentation is applied automatically on
label-free approaches, or imaging without harmful near-
UV excitation if the AI is trained to predict the specimen
pattern in a particular channel. Throughput of acquisition
as well as specimens viability both increase as a result.

Denoise AI
Denoise.ai can recognize and remove the shot noise
component of confocal images, increasing clarity and
allowing for shorter exposure times.

Enhance AI
Enhance.ai enables cell counting or segmentation
without stained or harmful light excitation. The network
learns the patterns in Brightfield images and predicts the
details in the fluorescent channel.
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Application Examples

Two-channel capture only in fields of view
with 50 or more cells, using a confocal

microscope.

Segmentation and measurement of individual autophagosomes were performed.

The mean intensity value of
DAPGreen per field of view was

measured.

The sample with serum-free
medium was having a high
intensity value of DAPGreen
indicating the presence of

autophagy.

Average number of cells per well is displayed on a heatmap.

Conditional Imaging - Cell Autophagy
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Application Examples
Nikon High Content Live Cell Imaging

Label Free - Drug Evaluation

Well Labeling with different drugs Capture Bright-Field Images

Analysis the image by binarizing Plotting variations over time of the
cell occupation area ratio

Display variations in the occupation area
ratio for each condition by normalizing
them to the value at the start of the
experiment to facilitate comparison

Perform Volume Contrast

Label Free - CAR-T Cells Specificity Screening
Label-free Zebrafish embryo

in 384-Well plate
Whole well time-lapse

capturing
Automated detection

and analysis
Data Presentation

2 Days 7 Days Thresholding Results of each well under
different parameters
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Application Examples

High Throughput Drug Screening

Drug Screening via the use of Zebra fish embryo

Define well-plates Scanning Automated analysis Data Presentation (Heatmap)

Label-free Zebrafish embryo
in 384-Well plate

Whole well time-lapse
capturing

Automated detection
and analysis

Data Presentation

A label-free environment allows the fish to grow
naturally, which accurate results can be obtained as
well. The software detects the target region
automatically in order to measure the viability of the
embryo. Result histogram is generated by NIS-
Elements.

Clear images of zebrafish embryos were captured
over a long period of time.
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Specification

Imaging Method

Bright-Field Microscope True Color Imaging

Fluorescent Microscope

Phase Contrast Microscope

Differential Interference Microscope (DIC)

Point Scanning Confocal Microscope

Spinning Disk Confocal Microscope

Super Resolution Microscope

Camera Module
High Speed Cameras

EMCCD Cameras

High Sensitivity Fluorescent Microscope

Field of View 25 mm 1 well of 96 Well Plates in 4x

Acquisition
Speed 103 fps in 10x for single image*

Acquisition
Channels Up to 16 channels + Phase Contrast + Differential Interference Contrast

Objective
4x-60x (Dry)
20x-60x (Water)
40x / 60x / 100x (Oil)

Software
Image Acquisition NIS-Elements

Analysis Software NIS-E-HC/NIS-AR/NIS-AI

Phone: (+852) 2784 0630
WhatsApp: (+852) 9404 6983
Email: sales@ctschina.com.hk
ctschina.com.hk

Chinetek Scientific

ctschina_

Chinetek Scientific (China) Limited

*Depends on configuration


